
Learning Intentions

We are learning about recognising and assessing risk and how 
to know when to leave a situation. 

Success Criteria

I will be able to:

• recognise and assess risk
• how to know when to leave a situation. 

Week 6    SHARE- Recognising Safe and   
Unsafe situations

All resources provided by Source: NSW Child Protection Education materials, Stage 3: Theme 3, page 104-105. 



Activity  

Think about a time when you have felt unsafe. It might be because you 
were somewhere unfamiliar, on a scary ride, lost or even starting at a 
new school.

Write down how your body was reacting to that feeling of being unsafe.

Did any changes occur in how your body was acting?

Our body is often our first warning bell that something might not be 
right



Our body is often our first warning bell that something might not be right in 
any situation. It is important to be aware of these warning signs.

Some of your body’s warning signals include:

Strange feeling in your stomach

• warm body,

• cold-shivery body, 

• sweaty hands

• quick breathing

• racing heart

• shaky knees. 



• WHO are you with? who else is around? 

• WHAT are you doing? what are you being 

asked to do? what are others doing? 

• HOW are you feeling about the situation? 

• WHERE are you? 

• WHEN is this happening? 

These five questions can help you determine whether a situation 

is safe or unsafe.

Risk Assessment Checklist



Risk Assessment Checklist

There are some situations when it is helpful to think about these 5 
questions in order to work out how safe it is and whether you need to 
leave or respond. Here are some examples.

WHO – if you are with your parents or another trusted adult that may 
reduce the risk, but if you are by yourself that may increase the risk 

WHERE - if you are at home on the computer and your parent is in the 
next room then that is probably low risk

WHEN - if it is happening at school in the playground that may reduce 
the risk, but if it is happening after dark on the way home from your 
friend’s house then that may increase the risk. 



Read this Scenario (case study)

Someone you met on the internet has started 

asking lots of personal questions about where 

you live and when your parents get home from 

work. They want to meet you after school 

tomorrow. 



Thinking about the scenario we just read assess the 
situation using the five questions on the checklist. Write 

down your evidence next to each question

• WHO _________________________________________________

• WHAT ________________________________________________

• HOW_________________________________________________

• WHERE ______________________________________________

• WHEN ________________________________________________

Would you consider the situation to be low risk, medium risk or high risk? 
____________________________________________________________


